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PUBLIC TYPOGRAPHY

LOGOS
AS A NOSTALGIC SYMBOL OF AMERICAN
CULTURE AND WESTWARD EXPANSION, logos on
locomotives carry heavy historical significance.
Union Pacific “stands for the whole epic of a national youth, for the color and movement of only
yesterday’s drama, for the frontier legend of a
people removed but by a single generation from
the necessities of desert and wilderness, and for
a coda to this theme written in terms of ultimate
and luxurious modernity.” Although we no longer
consider the cars within this book as “modern,”
the persistence of regulations over the past hundred years bestows upon these objects a charm
and other worldliness through their enduring
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rustic simplicity.
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In 1869, Union Pacific became the first transcontinental

terforms to take up a greater area of physical space

railroad in North America. The Union Pacific Railroad

and have increased readability, especially when the

is currently the largest railroad network in the United

car was in motion.

States, and their visual identity remains equally as

Even modern railroad logotypes continue to refer-

enduring. Union Pacific’s shield, resembling the U.S.

ence 19th century car heralds and insignia. Circles,

flag, combined with their “Building America” slogan,

squares, flags, shields and diamonds enclose letter-

has lasted for the past 146 years and has been essen-

forms, creating typographic stamp-like logos. With

tially unchanged since the 1950s. The logo features

minor use of embellishments, these marks simply

bold futura-font capitals within a blue background

communicate space reliability and permanence.

over 13 red and white vertical stripes. Perhaps they

Union Pacific’s largest competitor, the Burlington

chose futura as their branding typeface through

Northern Santa Fe Railway, represents the process

their aims to appeal to the world that they were

of merging railroad identities. One of the four re-

“modern.” On the sides of UP trains, horizontal bold

maining transcontinental railroads and one of the

futura-font simply displays “Union Pacific.” Older cars

largest freight railroads in the US, BNSF combines

appear to have used looser tracking. Modern cars

the visual language of Burlington Northern and the

actually have much denser tracking, allowing the let-

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.

Union Pacific car in Great Plains Transportation Museum, Wichita Kansas

TYPE “ON TRACK”
Book includes photography that I
took in the Delano district of Wichita.
Cover screenprinted on a sheet of
rusted aluminum.

PUBLIC TYPOGRAPHY

THE INFORMATION PRESENTED
BY A SIGN SYSTEM SHOULD BE
LIMITED TO THE ESSENTIALS AND
SHOULD BE PRESENTED IN A CONSISTENT MANNER. THEY WORK BY
TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION
ISSUES OF READABILITY – SCALE,
CONTRAST, LETTERFORM –
AND PRACTICES SUCH AS
MANUFACTURE AND PLACEMEN
PLACEMENT.
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After the merge in 1996, BNSF originally maintained lettering similar to Santa Fe’s heavily weighted, old style
serif typeface, Cooper Black. In this “Heritage II” de-
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sign, the logo appears to be a bit more extended than
Santa Fe’s original lettering, with increased variation
of stroke weight and the addition of a black outline. In

LEFT

2005, BNSF created a new typographic logo, unique of

The combination of graffiti
(or in this case, chalk scribble)

both Santa Fe and Burlington Northern’s designs. Void

and the natural elements adds an
emotional element to train
markings that adds a layer of

of Santa Fe’s historical “warbonnet” paint-scheme, the

complexity to their meanings.

PHIL BAINES & CATHERINE DIXON — “NAMING
PLACES AND DEFINING SPACES”

new typographic logo uses a slanted bold sanserif
typeface resting on a swoop. This new type treatment
strips BNSF from any nod to its historical predecessors.
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This tank has a load
limit of 200,100 lbs.
Letters above the
weight limit reveal
hand painted
imperfections.
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When I think of the train as a physical object, I
am not immediately reminded of typography.
3
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The consolidated

However, these letterforms play a crucial role

stencil contains maintenance information and

in containing information and guiding man’s

the build date. This tank
was built in May 1978.

interaction with the vehicle. From wheels to

The reporting marks
“NAHX” reveal that this
car is owned by the
General Electric Rail
Services Corporation.
The numbers 62202 are
unique to this car.

company logos, the language of the train car
is as ubiquitous as the surface which contains
it. Balancing utility and personality, the typography of train cars reflect a nostalgia that is an
inherit part of American identity.
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The letter “F” is
required to be shown
on the front end of the
locomotive to designate the front end.
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The reporting marks
SKOL stand for South
Kansas Oklahoma
Railroad. The previous
owners, shown in the
ghosted typography,
were the Twin Mountain
Rock Company.

LETTERING
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Lettering created for Striderite
account during internship at
the Collective Studio in Barkley

I L L U S T R AT I O N S
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Illustrations developed for Striderite brand
assets during internship at Barkley.

Miscellaneous illustrations
from school projects.

ADVOCACY POSTER
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EXH
AU S
TED
G L O B A L C L I M AT E C H A N G E
After extensive research of Oxfam America, I created
these two posters to support one of their main areas
of advocacy — Global Climate change.
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YOU CAN HELP

contact your senator
and tell him you support
climate reform

LEARN MORE
visit us online at
www.oxfamamerica.org

YOU CAN HELP

contact your senator
and tell him you support
climate reform

LEARN MORE
visit us online at
www.oxfamamerica.org

S U S TA I N A B L E P A C K A G I N G

AB COFFEE & CREPES
A.B.’s Coffee and Crepes is a charming locally owned
restaurant in Lawrence, Kansas. A.B. currently uses
Styrofoam clam-shells for his take-away crepe orders.
Inspired by origami folding cups, I created a crepe
cone that can be sealed for take-away orders. The
cone can also be fully unwrapped into a plate for both
at-home and in-store use.
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TYPOGRAPHIC ID

N A I V E S O P H I S T I C AT I O N
After selecting two words that I felt embodied
myself as a designer — naive & sophistication
— I created a booklet that demonstrated this
concept both visually and verbally, in the form
of a personal design philosophy.
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Lawrence, KS
nsportation Usage.

INFOGRAPHIC
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What types of transportation do you use?
daily
weekly
monthly
sometimes
never

51 females
65
5
6
4
6
3

age
19-23
24-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60 +

38 males surveyed
89

85

Have cars

76
60
22
17
13
8
22
14
7
1
0

18
11
4
2
1

KU on Wheels
sometimes
daily
weekly
monthly

76

Off Campus

Walk
Drive
Public Transportation
Bike
Carpool

Off Campus

SafeBus
sometimes
monthly
weekly
daily

Residents of Lawrence, KS
Surveyed Transportation Usage.

59
50
17
10
5

59
15
10
2

daily
weekly
sometimes
sometimes

50
36
1

daily
weekly
sometimes

52
12
8

to get to class
to get around town
to get to work

daily transportation usage.

Lawrence “T”
sometimes
weekly
monthly
daily

59
15
10
2

daily
weekly
sometimes
sometimes

50
36
1

daily
weekly
sometimes

52
12
8

to get to class
to get around town
to get to work

59
50
ansportation 17
10
5 Have cars
16

15
1

Saferide
sometimes
monthly

85

60
22
17
13
8
22
14
7
1
0
18

KU on Wheels
sometimes
daily
weekly
monthly

SafeBus
sometimes
monthly
weekly
daily

65
5
6
4
6
3

age
19-23
24-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60 +

89

Residents of Lawrence, KS
Surveyed Transportation Usage.

76

Off Campus

Walk
Drive
Public Transportation
Bike
Carpool

What types of transportation do you use?
daily

weekly

monthly

sometimes
never

51 females

38 males surveyed

daily transportation usage.

59
50
17
10
5

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
These two infographics represent data
for public transportation usage of
approzimately 100 students and faculty.
One solution relies upon typography; the
other, imagery.

59
15
10
2

daily
weekly
sometimes
sometimes

50
36
1

daily
weekly
sometimes

52
12
8

to get to class
to get around town
to get to workPro j e c t a c c e pt e d i nt o DSVC
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BOOKCOVER DESIGN

to the lighthouse

“the lighthouse was then
a silvery, misty-looking
tower with a yellow eye,
that opened suddenly, and
softly in the evening.”

mrs dalloway

Clarissa Dalloway,
elegant and vivacious,
is preparing for a party and
remembering those she
once loved.

la u re n s c h i m m i n g

To the Lighthouse is at once a vivid impressionist depiction of a family holiday,
and a meditation on a marriage, on parenthood and childhood, on grief,
tyranny and bitterness. Its use of stream of consciousness, reminiscence
and shifting perspectives, give the novel an intimate, poetic essence, and at
the time of publication in 1927 it represented an utter rejection of Victorian
and Edwardian literary values.

“a light here required
a shadow there.”

to the lighthouse

It will rain

In another part of London, Septimus Warren Smith is shell-shocked and on
the brink of madness. Smith's day interweaves with that of Clarissa and her

Past, present and future
are brought together
one momentous June
day in 1923.

A Room of One’s Own, based on a lecture given at Girton College Cambridge, is one
of the great feminist polemics, ranging in its themes from Jane Austen and Charlotte
Bronte to the silent fate of Shakespeare’s gifted (imaginary) sister and the effects of
poverty and sexual constraint on female creativity. Three Guineas was published almost a decade later and breaks new ground in its discussion of men, militarism and
women’s attitudes towards war. These two pieces reveal Virginia Woolf’s fiery spirit
and sophisticated wit and confirm her status as a highly inspirational essayist

mrs dalloway

mrs dalloway
said she would
buy the flowers
herself.

“Women have served all
these centuries as looking
glasses posessing the
magic and delicious power
of reflecting the figure of
man to twice its natural size”

a room of one's own

“Are you aware that you are,
perhaps, the most discussed
animal in the universe?”

friends, their lives converging as the party reaches its glittering climax.

a room of one's own

VIRGINIA WOOLF
Mrs. Dalloway
To the Lighthouse
A Room of One’s Own

Shakespeare had a sister

TYPEFACE DESIGN

GLOOM
A TYPEFACE CREATED BY LAUREN SCHIMMING
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“GLOOM”
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
WXYZ1234567890,.:;!?’”*&@()
G L O O M T Y P E F AC E

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt
Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 1234567
890 . , : ; ! ? * @ & “ ” ( )

melancholy
SHADOWS HEAVY

WILTING

Asked to create a typeface that embodied the
word, “gloom,” I methodically dripped ink on
paper to create each individual letter. I cleaned
up the letter forms in illustrator and programmed them into Fontlab. The font poster
was also created from elements I handmade.

LECTURE SERIES POSTER

UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM LECTURE SERIES AT THE COMMONS

UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM
LECTURE SERIES AT THE COMMONS

spring 2010

spring 2010

sponsored by
the university of kansas honors program
in association with
the commons

FRED MOTEN

associate professor of english

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25TH

duke university
department of english
“JURISGENERATIVE GRAMMAR:
FOR ALTO, FOR BLACK”

TAMMY KERNODLE
associate professor of musicology

TUESDAY MARCH 9TH

miami university
department of musicology

“EV’RY TIME I FEEL THE SPIRIT:
CONSTRUCTING BLACK WOMEN’S
CONVERSION NARRATIVES IN JAZZ”

PAUL LOPES
associate professor of sociology

THURSDAY APRIL 15TH

colgate university
department of sociology
“FROM HEPCAT TO REBEL
TO HEROIN FIEND: THE JAZZ TROPE
IN THE POPULAR IMAGINATION”

FRED MOTEN

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 25TH

TAMMY KERNODLE

TUESDAY
MARCH 9TH

PAUL LOPES

THURSDAY
APRIL 15TH

associate professor of english
duke university, department of english
“JURISGENERATIVE GRAMMAR:
FOR ALTO, FOR BLACK”

associate professor of musicology
miami university, department of musicology
“EV’RY TIME I FEEL THE SPIRIT:
CONSTRUCTING BLACK WOMEN’S
CONVERSION NARRATIVES IN JAZZ”

associate professor of sociology
colgate university, department of sociology

“FROM HEPCAT TO REBEL
TO HEROIN FIEND: THE JAZZ TROPE
IN THE POPULAR IMAGINATION”

ALL LECTURES ARE AT 7:30 PM IN SPOONER HALL

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

WRITING JAZZ
Custom lettering created for annual
University Honors Program lecture
series at The Commons.
sponsored by
the university of kansas honors program
in association with
the commons

ALL LECTURES ARE AT 7:30 PM IN SPOONER HALL
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

for more information
785-864-4225
www.honors.ku.edu/commons
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PROCESS

(REVISED MOOD BOARD)

biodiesel
initiative
identity
design

what is

THE BIODIESEL INITIATIVE?

The KU Biodiesel Initiative is a grassroots, studentrun operation to produce biodiesel from used cooking
oil generated on campus. It is our goal to meet the
requirements of all KU's buses, landscaping and
maintenance equipment, and power generators on
campus with this renewable fuel.

clean.

With the Alternative Energy Society student group,
we work to promote knowledge of sustainability
and alternative fuel sources such as biodiesel to the
student body and community.

GOALS To establish a facility to produce biodiesel fuel from
vegetable oil at KU with a focus on fuel production,
biodiesel quality standards and research.

LAUREN SCHIMMING
graphic design 1
tad carpenter
spring 2010

(FINAL IDENTITY SYSTEM)

(RESEARCH)

CONCEPT STATEMENT

fueling green

from feedstock
to tailpipe

who is
biodiesel
really, then?

CATCHPHRASE BRAINSTORMING:
“fueling a greener KU”
“fueling better ideas”
“from feedstock to tailpipe”
“fueling green ideas from feedstock to tailpipe”

EVOLUTION OF

ideas

the mark
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DVD PACKAGING

the real paris

la u re n s c h i m m i n g

PL AY TIME
After watching the 1967 French
film by Jaques Tati, I designed
this cover as a reflection of its
modernist principles and hilarious moments of ingenuity.

OCTOPUS MARK-MAKING PROJECT

la u re n s c h i m m i n g
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FONT STUDY
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SCALA SANS
Series of typographic studies for
the font, Scala Sans, designed by
Martin Majoor in 1993.

martin majoor/ 1960 –

After a student placement at URW in Hamburg, Martin Majoor started in 1986 as a typographic designer in the Research &
Development department at Océ-Netherlands. In 1988 he started working as a graphic designer for the Vredenburg Music

Centre in Utrecht, for whom he designed the typeface Scala for use in their printed matter. Two years later FSI FontShop

“

International published FF Scala as the first serious text face in the then-new FontFont-Library. In 1993 FF Scala was

augmented with a sans-serif version, FF Scala Sans. In the eyes of the designer the Sans and the Serif versions complement
the design of the Dutch telephone directory, for which he did both the typography and, more importantly, created a new

s

&

typeface, Telefont. FF Seria and FF Seria Sans followed in 2000, and in 2004 FF Nexus with Sans, Serif, Mix and Typewriter
versions have been published.

In an interview with Martin Majoor, called “My Type Design Philosophy,” he said, “In my opinion, mixing serif with sans only

makes sense when the seriffed typeface and the sans are designed from the same basis, or even from the same skeleton. It

”

is more to it than just that. I believe the most logical order when making such a family is to start with the serifed design.

y

I started designing Scala in 1987. At that time I was working as one of the two graphic designers for the Vredenburg Music

Na t i o n a l St u de nt S h ow 2 0 1 0

Centre in Utrecht, a large concert hall that programmed more concerts than any other hall in the Netherlands. We worked on
one of the first models of Apple Macintosh, using PageMaker 1.0, and we could choose from 16 typefaces. I was typographically educated with lowercase numbers (also known as old style figures), small caps and ligatures, none of which were

A

E

available in these 16 Postscript-fonts. The concert programmes, booklets and posters contained very different information,

such as composers, titles, conductors, orchestras, soloists, time, date and place. To design this information in a good way I
needed these lowercase numbers, small caps and ligatures. And so it happened that I decided to design a typeface especially

D

for Vredenburg to be named after the Teatro alla Scala in Milan.

The form principle of Scala was definitely influenced by humanist typefaces like Bembo and by typefaces from the mid-18th
century French typographer Pierre Simon Fournier. But I wanted Scala to have low contrast and strong serifs, as I had learned

N

that most Postscript-fonts were too thin. The italic was based more on 16th century Italian writing masters like Arrighi,

scala sans/ humanist sanserif 1993

Pro j e c t a c c e pt e d i nt o DSVC

@

sounds simple: take a serifed design, cut off the serifs, lower the contrast, and there you have a sans serif. But of course there

although to a large extent the details were closely related to the roman. Scala Sans was literally derived from Scala, so it was
also ‘humanistic’ in appearance.”
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BRANDING

WALNUT CREEK R ANCH
In this group project, we were asked to develop an identity
for Walnut Creek Ranch. We approached the problem with
the strategy that “happier animals are healthier animals,”
which led to the “certified happy” slogan, a playful reference
to USDA certification stamps.
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MOTION
^ CLICK ABOVE TO PL AY ^

GREETINGS TO THE
CHILDREN OF ENGLAND
After listing to several of the greatest speeches of
all time, I choose to use “Greetings to the Children
of England,” a speech by a young Elizabeth II, as the
basis for my typography project. After completing the
print version of the project, I made a motion version
with After Effects.
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TYPOGRAPHIC ID

thank you!
SCHIMMING
www.laurenschimming.com
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